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British landscape designer Randle 
Siddeley is sharing his four decades of 
gardening knowledge in a luscious big 
book. His style is clean, contemporary, 
elegant—and he believes gardens can 
look good in the winter.
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With nearly 40 years in the business of landscape design, Randle Siddeley 
is aptly suited to answer all our gardening queries. Siddeley, who grew up 

amid the gardens of his family’s country home in eastern England’s Suffolk 
County, began his work in design under his father’s tutelage. In his new book, 
Garden, a collection of his life’s work, Siddeley takes his reader from concept to 
execution, with a problem-solution approach outlining his innovative techniques. 
Given his design experience, which spans a spectrum of landscaping styles and 
settings—from lavish estates in Tel Aviv, Quebec and Southern France to elegant 
urban homes in London—Garden offers a well-curated selection of his most 
impressive work. 

In your book, you mention the skeleton of the garden as being 
paramount to its success. What makes a good design?
[It’s] when you look at [a garden] in the winter, when it’s at its most bleak, barest 
moment, and it still looks good. I always think about our designs as rooms and 
corridors; like a traditional landscape, it’s how the whole picture opens out, the 
more you look at it. You have to think very three-dimensionally to remember 
exactly what that plant’s going to do and how it’s going to perform against all the 
others. If you’ve got a great garden that’s well designed, then it should carry itself 
throughout all four seasons. 

How do you approach working with homeowners to realize their vision?
If they see something they like, in a magazine or elsewhere, it helps me prepare 
to take that forward. The most important thing is to do a master plan. It’s like 
creating a new dish; it’s vital you get the right ingredients. I’m taking their likes 
[and] my likes and delivering their garden. 

What current trends are you most excited about?
The whole change in LED lighting is revolutionary for gardens. Now you [can] 
have a tiny fi xture, so you see the light but you don’t see the source. A garden is 
great during the day but [at night] can look even better when you uplight certain 
trees or shrubs.

What do you hope readers take away from your book?
There are enough examples that people can fi nd something they like, and see 
what the challenges and solutions were with the [properties]. It also includes a 
checklist of questions the garden designer should ask [homeowners] initially.

What role do gardens play in contemporary life? 
As a child, I had very bad dyslexia and, as a result, diffi culty at school. But my 
freedom, my release from all of that, was to go outside and do something with my 
hands. It is the most therapeutic thing to see the rewards as things begin to grow. 
It takes you away from the hustle and bustle of everyday life. 
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